**Storm Response Equipment**

**Command Trailer**
Provides a central command location for the recovery site and allows communications to the AT&T network team.

**Cell on Wheels (COW)**
Portable network facility that provides extra coverage and capacity when large concentrations of customers are present.

**Cell On Light Truck (COLT or SatCOLT)**
Provides 2G, 3G, and 4G LTE service where normal cell service is unavailable. Can also be deployed with satellite service.

**Emergency Communications Vehicle (ECV)**
Provides satellite-based VoIP, Ethernet and Wi-Fi service.

**Hazardous Material Response**
Houses protective hazmat suit, hazardous material meters and breathing apparatus.

**Cell on Wings (Flying COW)**
The Flying COW provides wireless connectivity from the sky and can extend coverage farther than other temporary cell sites. It is ideal for providing coverage in remote areas or during disaster situations.

---

39+ Pieces of recovery equipment

32 COWs & COLTs

7 ECVs

1 Hazmat & Command

1 Flying COW

Rapid restoration of communications for consumer, businesses and public officials in the affected areas
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